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Scientist’s Day
I have a project, but now I need to:

Search numerous websites for data

Figure out their parameters, units

Figure out their co-ordinate system, date format

Figure out how to determine data quality

Write code to download data, or download manually

Write code to convert to your format

Finally, do science For EISCAT, 

MADRIGAL is the solution!



Madrigal?

www.openmadrigal.org

Database designed to hold one group’s data

Open source

Web based

Designed for a wide variety of instruments

Built on the CEDAR database format



Madrigal Data Model
Madrigal Site

(typically a facility with scientists and a Madrigal installation)

Instruments
(ground-based typically with a set of locations)

Experiment Files
(data from one analysis of the experiment)

Records
(measurement over one period of time)

Experiments
(typically of limited duration)

Data shared 
among all 

Madrigal sites

Data unique 
to one 

Madrigal site



Madrigal Records
A record is a measurement over one period of time.
Three types:

Catalogue record
describes entire experiment

Header record
describes one section of the experiment

Data record
Stores values
Parameters defined by CEDAR database standard
Contains 3 parts: Prolog, 1D records, 2D records



Madrigal Data Records
Prolog

Start and end time
Instrument ID
Kind of data ID

1D records (scalar)
Single-value parameters

2D records (vector)
Multiple-value parameters
All parameters must have the same number of rows (“matrix”)
Not meant for time variation - conflicts with Prolog!



CEDAR/Madrigal Database
All parameters in file defined here:
http://cedarweb.hao.ucar.edu/documents/parameters_list.txt

Ranges of parameters for each instrument

Data stored in one or two 16-bit integers

Error parameters:
Mnemonics start with D

Code is negative of parameter code





CEDAR/Madrigal Database

Special values

missing

assumed (error value only)

knownbad (error value only)

Defined in
http://download.hao.ucar.edu/archive/cedar/cedar.fmt.pdf



Derived Parameters
Madrigal contains many “derived only” parameters

Not in CEDAR standard

Derivation engine derives information from records
Time from prolog

Position either as 1D or 2D

etc

Engine determines all parameters that can be derived



Classes of Derived Param’s
Space, Time

E.g.: local time, ...
Geophysical

E.g.: Kp, Dst, IMF, F10.7, SSN, ...
Magnetic

E.g.: Bmag, Magn conjugate lat/long, Tsyganenko magnetic 
equatorial plane intercept, ...

MSIS
E.g.: Tn, neutral composition



Using Madrigal
There are two ways to use Madrigal:

Web interface
API

Matlab
Python
IDL (beta stage)
Download here: 
http://madrigal.haystack.mit.edu/madrigal/madDownload.html



Getting Data





Individual Experiments

Data Across Experiments Plot Across Experiments

See next slide!



Choose one or 
more instrument
types

Choose one or 
more instruments

Give time interval
of interest

Default is to 
search all sites



Let’s try this!



Scroll Down!

No link here, so no catalogue or header records.

isprint - browse measured and 
derived parameters with filtering.



Notes can be added to every experiment.





isprint





You can define filters and 
select them with one click!



Enter a free-form filter 
using mnemonics:

Nel -DNel > 1



Measured parameters in bold font.
Derived parameters in normal font.
Click on any parameter for full description.



Choose if you want headers with every record, and
how missing values should be represented.



Here: headers were on.



Global Search



















Plotting Data















Play with it!



Remote API

Available in

Matlab

Python

IDL (beta stage)

Contribute your own...  (later)















Again: play with it!

Take the on-line examples and work through them!



Contributing...



Extending Madrigal

Madrigal is open source!

CVS at www.openmadrigal.org

Code is in C, Python and some Tcl

Extending the Madrigal Derivation Engine is simple



Extending...

Simply a list of methods with 

input Madrigal parameters

output Madrigal parameters

Register parameters in list

Details here: 
http://madrigal.haystack.edu/madrigal/extendingMaddata.html







Want More?

Contains more examples and exercises.
http://www.haystack.mit.edu/cgi-bin/asg_science/science.cgi/
Using_Madrigal_practically_and_productively

Please work through these.





Thanks!


